For UK Consumers

When used in constant flashing mode this light complies with the Road Vehicles Lighting Regulations 2005 No.2559. If used in constant mode, this light should be used in conjunction with a British Standard 6102/3 cycle light.

Please be sure to securely attach the light to your bicycle. If it becomes loose it may be dangerous.

Loosen the screw to adjust the angle of the light. Tighten the screw to set in place.

When cutting off the protruding part of the bracket band, round the edges to prevent injury.

Remove top body by pushing down while sliding it backward.

Press:
- Carefully install batteries, ensuring proper polarity.
- For best performance, do not mix new and old batteries.
- Do not shine this light directly into eyes.

Long press:
- Turn off
- Longue pression:
  - Éteint
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